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CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION 
Nature and Scope of the Problem 
Statement of the Problem. In p lanning instrumental 
programs, the supervisor wishes to incorporate those factors of 
encourag ement and stimulus which will most effectively contri-
bute to the growth of the instr~unental work. The problem of 
this study is to find out by means of an adequate survey, what 
these successful factors have been i n the experience of other 
school systems which have used them. 
Scope. -- The survey will include all possible organi-
zational and motivat ing techniques used in influencing stu-
dents to particip ate in school instrumental music activities. 
The information sought in the survey will pertain almost 
entirely to work done at the elementary and junior hi gh school 
levels in the public schools of Massachusetts. 
Purpose of Study. -- The chief purpose of this study is 
to ascertain which motivating factors have been most commonly 
used in school systems having the highest percentage of stu-
dents participating in the instrumental program. Also, by 
negative inference, the study should determine which of these 
motivating factors are of little or no value in influencing or 
inducing the study of instrumen ts. 
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Justification. -- It is realized that, although two com-
munities or two schools may be of the same size, one may have 
a large band or orchestra and the other nothing, due to the 
lack of motivati on in the latter town. The need for this study 
is shown by the fact that many supervisors, particularly in 
smaller towns where they must do everything themselves, are 
pressed for time and spend countless hours on motivating de-
vices that are of little or no value. This survey will show 
which motivating factors should be given more emphasis and 
which should be eliminated, thus saving time and effort for 
all concerned, with proper emphasis where it will do the most 
g ood. A study of this type will also as s ist new instrumental 
instructors, as well as those who have not been too successful 
in motivating and stimulating interest in instrumental study. 
Definition of Motivating Factors • .;.;,.. As applied to this 
study, "motivating'' factors may refer to any stimulus, method 
of instruction, p lan of organization, provision of equipment, 
or other device or procedure that would create a desire or an 
urge within the child to begin or continue the study of a 
musical instrument, with the approval of his parents. 
Previous Work in This Field. -- Mr. Roland Bessette in 
his study of' 11Enrollment Mortality Causes in Grade School 
Instrumental Programstt said, n:Li ttle can be done if there is 
no administrative cooperation, if litt~e time is allowed for 
instruction, if there is a lack of school-owned instruments." y 
Roland Bessette, Enrollment Mortali~y Causes in Grade School 
Instrumental Programs, Thesis, August 1949 
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Mr. Bessette also points out that in order to interest 
pupils in instruments, we must first interest their parents 
by personal contact which will enable them to realize the bene-
f its of instrumental study . 
Actually, motivation may be extended to interesting the 
g eneral p ublic and the administration as well as the children. 
Arnold E. Hoffman says that ch ildren want to p lay an in-
strument because it gives t hem status. A youngster wants the 
applause, the uniform and newspaper publicity that others g et. 
In other words, he wants to be ttsomeb odyu and the way to be a 
"somebody" is to p lay an instrument. Other reasons may be 
just p lain curiosity to see how an instrument works, or perhaps 
pressure at home by parents who never had the opp ortunity to 
play themselves. l/ 
In sp ite of these factors, if the opportunities are not 
made available in our schools and if these desires and talents 
are not stimulated through various motivating devices, these 
childr en may never study instruments. It is the writer's hope 
that the results of this study will show how motivation may 
have maximum effectiveness. 
Arnold E. Hoffman, "Try Th is on Your Young Musicians", 
Educational Music Ma gazine, (Jan,-Feb.) 1951 
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CHAPTER II 
Method of Approach 
The material for this study was comp iled mainly from an-
swers to a questionnaire, supplemented by extensive reading on 
motivating techniques and devices that have proven successful. 
These questionnaires were sent out during the first week of 
January, 1951 and were returned by the 15th of February, 1951. 
Desi gn of Questionn aire. -- The questionnaire was con-
structed to cover every p ossible motivation factor that could 
b e considered as stimulating interest in instrumental study. 
Since one of the purposes of the study was to ascertain 
wh ich motivating factors were common to the five school systems 
h aving the highest p ercentag e of students participating in the 
instrumental program, the first eleven questions of the ques-
tionnaire were devoted t o statistical data concerning popu-
lation, number of students at each school level, number of stu-
dents studying privately, and number of students enrolled in 
instrumental classes, orchestras and bands. 
Two sections were then devoted to rhythm bands and pre-
b and instruments to see what carry -over there is, if any, to 
the legitimate instruments. 
Several questions were included on instrumental classes, 
concerning the manner of grouping (mixed or like instruments), 
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whether or not the lessons were free, and whether or not they 
were taught by the supervisor or by another instrumental spe-
cialist. Also related to these, were questions concerning 
acquisition of instruments, the number of lessons per week, 
and the length of each lesson. It is the writer's belief that 
g ood organization of instrumental classes is a very important 
factor in the motivation and the continuance of instrumental 
study. If this is so, the answers to these questions would 
show a definite relationship to the general success of the pro -
gram. 
Another rather lengthy section of the questionnaire was 
devoted to rental plans and various methods of demonstrating 
instruments. It is felt that many childr.en do not have the 
opp ortunity to see or p lay many instruments and a demonstration 
may be just enough extra stimulus to create an urg e to study. 
A few questions were asked concerning piano classes to 
determin e what carry-over there is, if any, to orchestral or 
band instruments. 
The effect of music appreciation courses and musical films 
on the child's desire to study is also the basis for important 
p arts of the questionnaire. 
Aptitude testing , as a basis for approaching the parents 
of children with high scores, is another point that the writer 
felt was worthy of consideration. 
Financial and promotional assistance given by Band Parents 
Clubs, Parent-Teacher Associations and other local organization~ 
5 
were also given attention in the questionnaire. 
Each supervisor was also asked to list the school-owned 
instruments by name and number of each, to determine how great 
an effect this had on whether or not a child studied. It is 
the writer's belief that lack of school-owned instruments is 
the cause of many poor instrumental programs that prevail 
throughout the state. 
Sampling of Tovms. -- Questionnaires were sent to the 
instrumental supervisors of every third city, or town, in the 
State of Massachusetts, as taken from the alphabetical list 
published by the Department of Education. 
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CHAPTER III 
BRIEF HIS110RY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
I NSTR1JJVIENTAL STUDY I N THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
For a number of reasons, instrumental instruction was late 
entering t h e curriculum of the public school s~ Many prejudices 
were prevalent throughout much of the nineteenth century, among 
them 1) secular music as opposed to sacred music 2) lack of in-
strumental study in the life of a student and 3 ) lack o.f prece-
dent .for instrumental study. However, piano playing was not 
re garded in the same way since this was considered a desirable 
accomplishment. 
Along wi th these prejudices , there were other causes that 
delayed the beginning of instrumental music in the schools. 
One o.f the prime reasons .for this delay was the .fact that music 
supervisors were not instrumentalists but vocalists with a 
singer's viev~ oint on music education. Principals and superin-
ten dents did not dare take the pioneering steps to develop in-
strumental music, since there had been no precedent for it .. 
Consequently, instrumental groups found their beginnings 
during the latter part of the nineteenth century with small 
student orchestras springing up frequently through the ini-
tiative of music-loving students, who persuaded others to join 
with them. These organizations often became community groups 
- 7 -
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and played for various civic, as well as school functions. 
Toward the turn of the century, many permanent orchestras had 
appeared in the high schools of some o f the larger cities in 
the Middle West. 
At first these orchestras were used to accompany vocal 
group s and occasionally made ap p earances on various school 
programs. There was no place in the schedule for these organi-
zations so they were forced to rehearse after school. Their 
membership was made up of pupils of private teachers and the 
supervisor tried to mold whatever instrumentation he had into 
a fairly g ood ensemble. 
Local professional musicians were sometimes called into 
the schools on a part-time basis to g uide the progress of the 
unit but too often these musicians wer e unsympathetic and un-
trained in pedagogical methods, resulting in a rather unsatis-
factory arrangement. The supervisor, on the other hand, while 
possessing many of those qualities that the professional musi-
cian lacked, was frequently deficient in general instrumental 
musiciansh ip. In sp ite of these handicaps, the small ensembles 
gr ew into large orchestras and in 1910, began to show real 
potentialities in elementary and high school education. As 
early as this, forward-looking sup ervisors were experimenting 
with the problem of adding basses, violas, horns, oboes, bas-
soons and kettle drums to their instrumentation and di d so 
through the proceeds of concerts or by inducing the school 
board to appropriate money f or this purpose. 
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Then came Char l es Farnsworth with his enthusiastic account 
of thousands of English children p laying violins in Cry$~ 
tal Palace, London, with many additional thousands studyin · 
the violin in classes all over England; and Will Earhart 
and Glenn Woods with their enthusiasm for orchestras and 
other instrumental organizations. 1/ 
So, about 1915, violin classes began to be organized in 
Boston, New York, Oberlin and other places with surprising sue-
cess. Smaller communities took up the violin classes and schoo 
orchestra s were springing up all over the country with Kansas 
City reporting forty grade ··· school orchestras and Oakland, Cali-
fornia having twenty-nine orchestras and an equal number of 
grade school bands. Thus, the band movement with its colorful 
appeal to the adolescent boy or girl, quickly followed the 
orchestral movement. 
In 11 School Music 11 of March, 1909, W. Otto Miessner, super-
visor of music of Connersville, Indiana describes how he orga-
nized a band: 
One day we told the boys that we, with their cooperation, 
would organize a brass band---at first - they were incredu-
lous, then grew interested. It was explained to them that 
the better a boy's attitude toward the regular music work, 
the better his chances for acceptance into the band mem-
bership. Of course, not all of the boys were ambitious 
but some of the 'gang leaders' were, and their change of 
attitude soon brought about a wholesome change for the 
better in the other boys. I arranged for fifteen-minute 
lesson periods with the boys whose parents had consented 
to buy instruments. These lessons I gave during the noon 
intermission and after school hours, and within two months 
I had twelve boys, which number was soon increased to 
eighteen, all of whom I taught individually and ensemble 
in this manner. The boys practiced and attended rehearsal 
faithfully, lured on by the goal set before them, which wa 
Karl Wilson Gehrkens, Music in the Grade Schools, 
Birchard & Co., Boston, 193~- p 179 
c"' c •. 
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a public concert and uniforms with caps of the high school 
colors. This year (1909), the number has been increased 
to thirty-two pieces with instruments worth in the aggre-
gate over twelve hundred dollars. l/ 
After World War I, the band and orchestra movement in the 
schools took a tremendous stride. Due to class method of in-
struction, bands could be developed in a relatively short time 
and the contest movement spurred the organizations on to high 
attainment. No activity in the history of education in the 
United States had spread so rapidly as instrumental music. 
Following this period, there were three important agencies 
that helped carry the instrumental program to the point where 
we find it today: 1) the contest movement 2) the organization 
of the National High School Orchestra and 3) the Committee on 
Instrumental Affairs of the Music Supervisors' National Con-
ference serving from 1924-33 which provided a guiding influence 
in preserving a sane balanced outlook toward the ins trumental 
progr am. y 
There is still a desp erate need for good instrumental 
teachers to continue the fine band and orchestra program that 
has been started in our schools. The newly-educated instrumen-
tal teacher will have to be a better leader than his predeces-
sors. He will need to be better informed, better trained in 
his subject and better equipped to cope with the many social 
problems of the day. 
Edward BaileyBirge, History of . Public School Music in the 
United States, Oliver Ditson Co., P'hila., 1928, p 187 
Theodore F. Normann, Instrumental Music in the Public 
Schools, 01i ver Di tson Co., Plu1a., 1941 p 23 
10 
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CHAPTER IV 
MOTIVATING FACTORS AND SURVEY RESULTS 
The materia 1 in this survey includes returns from thirty-
five cities and towns in the State of Massachusetts, ranging 
in population from t wo hundred and fifty to one hundred thou-
sand residents. 
RHYTHM BANDS. -- This type of rhythmic activity has re-
ceived considerable emphasis in the primary grades because it · 
is an attractive group activity and develop s interest, rhyth-
mic freedom and control. If taught properly, '•i t may provide 
opp ortunity for developing conscious and discriminative lis-
tening for theme repetitions and interpretative ability." y 
Mr. Gehrkens says of its motivating value that through 
rhythm bands the children "develop so much enthusiasm that many 
of them become genuinely interested in instrumental music and 
are eager to play on a serious musical instrument.tt ?) 
To attain future motivating values from rhythm bands, the 
best quality instrument s should be purchased and the rhythmic 
responses sh ould not be careless or rough but used with discri-
mination to enhance the beauty of the music. In addition to 
y Normann, . ..£2_. - cit., . p 4o 
2/ Gehrkens. op. cit., p 42 
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their rhythmic value, rhythm bands acquaint the children with 
various musical comp ositions and teach t h em to recognize the 
musical instruments heard on the records. 
To further develop attentive listening, the class may 
listen to a composition and decide in group discussion, which 
instruments will b e approp riate for that number. They may then 
sel e ct t h ose instruments an d proceed to work out the rhythms 
which t hey may select as the best responses •. y 
On questions regarding rhythm bands as brought out in the 
survey, it was found that twenty-four of the thirty-five towns 
were teaching rhythm bands and eleven were not. Differences in 
population had no eff ect on this result. However, t h ere was a 
considerable variance in the g rades that were g iven this in-
struction. The following will g ive t he grade distribution a $ 
found by the survey: 
Numb er of Tovms 
10 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
Table 1 
Grades Taught 
1-2 
1-3 
1 
K-1-2 
1-4 
K-1 
2 
PRE-BAND INSTRUMENTS. -- These melody instruments, such as 
the song flute and tonette, have become quite popular during 
Janice Satterthwaite Schroeder, "Child Growth and Develop-
ment Through Music", Music Educators Journal, (Feb. -Mar.) 
1950 
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recent years and are usually taught during the middle elemen-
tary years • 
.Mr. Normarui says that a melody instrument serves a three-
fold purpose: "first, it enlists the interest of both students 
and parents in orchestral . instruments; second, it provides a 
basic foundation in the simpler problems of pitch and rhythmic 
notation; third, it locates about as effectively as any form of 
objective test which we now have, those who should be encourage 
to continue their instrumental study. 11 
Consequently, this is a factor in selecting talented pu-
pils and influencing them to take up a legitimate band or or-
chestral instrument. However, the transfer would logically be 
to the woodwind family since the fingering, tonguing, breathing 
and coordination are basically the same as on the flute and the 
reeds. 
The results of the survey showed that only nine, or a 
little over one-third of the schools had classes in pre-band 
instruments and twenty-six did not. Population had no effect 
on this result. Again, there is considerable variance in the 
grades that were taught. The table on the following page will 
show the survey results concerning the grade levels at which 
pre-band instruments were taught:· 
11 Normann, ~· cit., p 4.5 
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Number of Towns 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
To the question 
increased the number 
of 
of 
Table 2 
Grades Taugb.t 
4 
3 
3-L-
1-6 4-6 2-5 
whether pre - band instrumental classes 
students later participating in the 
instrumental program, six towns replied in the affirmative and 
two in the negative with~ town uncertain. Six of these com-
munities said that all of the children in the classroom were 
not given instruments and three replied that every member of 
the chosen class was given this training . In the three towns 
where every pupil was required to have an instrument, the 
sch ool furnished the song flute or tonette; and in the remaining 
six school systems, the children bought their own instruments. 
In two of these towns, the classes were taught by the regular 
classroom teacher and in six school systems the supervisor 
--- -
taught the class, with~ town ~eporting instruction by both 
classroom teacher and supervisor. All of these communities 
taught one lesson each week. 
INSTRUMIDTTAL ENSEJVIBLES TAUGHT BY CLASSROOM TEACHERS. --
Ensemble groups in intermediate classrooms under the charg e of 
regular classroom teachers sometimes lead to interest in fur-
ther instrumental work. This type of activity will act as a 
preparation for orchestra and band. The teacher of little 
children who forgets about method books and helps them grow in 
their own musical experiments with simple well-tuned instrQment. 
is truly building sincere musical enjoyment. These ensembles i1 
the intermediate grades may consist of chromatic orchestra 
bells, drums, song flutes, rhythm sticks, etc., or after in-
struction is given in the legitimate instruments, small groups 
may be put together for ensemble experience and enjoyment. Thi~ 
phase of instrumental music in the schools is somewhat in the 
experimental stage and is consequently not too prevalent. 
The survey shows that only five towns have instrumental 
ensembles that are taught by the classroom teacher in the ele-
mentary grades. In four of the communities the ensembles met 
once a week and in the other town, the group met twice a week. 
T.he grade levels at which these ensembles were taught vary con-
siderably: 
Number of Towns 
2 
1 
1 
1 
Table 3 
Grades 
7-8 
1-6 
5-6 
5-8 
INSTRUMENTAL CLASSES . -- If' handled properly, there are 
many valuable motivating factors involved in class instruction. 
A child who would g o reluctantly to a private lesson enters intc 
class instruction with enthusiasm and keen interest. Children 
like to work together almost as well as they like to play to-
gether. These pupils can learn from each other and inevitably 
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a contest arises within the class to see who makes the most 
progress. A musically interested and active group stimulates 
interest in the individual child. Group activity leads to a 
desire to excel in the indi vidual and makes him feel he is con-
tributing something to the total effort of the group . 
Instrumental classes also pave the way for a child to dis-
cover his talent or interest in ~1sic, at little or no cost, 
thus g iving him the opportunity to learn when otherwise his 
fami ly's financial status would not have permitted private les-
sons. 
Depending up on the amount of time that the instructor h as, 
there are three group ing s of instruments that may be used. Of 
course, t h e best method, if time permits, is the grouping of 
like instruments, particularly for beginners' group s. The next 
best grouping is by families, and the least desil"able is the 
grouping of all families, which is certainly not ideal but ma y 
be necessary in many systems whePe time permits no alternative. 
The success of these classes depends a great deal upon the per -
sonality and skill of the instructor. Many excellent private 
teachers are complete failures in class instrumental teaching. 
The results of the survey showed that twenty-five of the 
t h irty -five school systems had instrumental classes during 
school time; ten systems had !?£ classes. Twelve of the towns 
that reported having instrumental classes during school time, : 
taught by grouping of like instruments exclusively. Nine of 
the schools taught one lesson a week by grouping like 
16 
instruments plus an additional class each week taking a · family 
of instruments separately or by combining all of the families. 
None of the communities taught only by grouping of families. 
However, three school systems grouped the entire instrumentatio 
for the only class instruction of the week. 
Eighteen of these twenty-five co~unities subsidized class 
instruction through the school budget; in six towns, the child-
ren paid f or their lessons and in one large city, both systems 
were used depending upon who did the instructing. 
In nineteen of these school systems, the sup ervisor taught 
all of the instrumental classes. In five communities, spe-
cialists taught the classes (three during the school day, and 
two after school hours) and three towns used both supervisors 
and specialists. 
Re garding the provision of instrwnents, four towns re-
ported that the schools furnished the instruments, ei ght towns 
said the pupils supplied their own instruments and sixteen com-
munities reported a combination of school-owne d and personally-
owned instrument s . One school system was f ortunate enough to 
boast of an Orchestra Association that furnished all instru-
ments. 
All school sys t ems reported that lessons were given once 
a week, except one system that gave them twice a week. 
~ --
The length of lessons varied considerably according to 
the table on the following page: 
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Table 4 
Number of Towns Length of Lesson 
11 
5 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
ttg 
20 
1 
15 
20-40 
15-45 
25 
minutes 
It 
u 
It 
hour 
minutes 
It 
It 
It 
Dm~ONSTRATIONS. -- Perhaps one of the most effective means 
of motivation comes through demonstration of instruments. These 
can be conducted in several different ways. 
Shortly after school begins, the supervisor may make an-
nouncements either verbally or by letter concerning the corning 
demonstrations. Parents may or may not be invited to come. The 
band or orchestra may play a few selections as the children and 
parents, if any are in vi ted, enter t.he assembly hall. The stage 
is often covered with brightly-polished instruments of all types 
for display purposes. After a short introduction of each in-
strument, a member of the band or orchestra may play a short 
selection on the instrument just described. Very often, the 
band plays a short selection which is analyzed for instru-
mentation. A few of the instrumentalists may play their parts 
alone, and then with the rest, to show the importance of each 
instrument to the ensemble~ It may be well to take a selection 
that has a bit of melody for each instrtunent. Taking the band 
apart this way will be interesting to the audience and will also 
show that any instrument, with the exception of some of the 
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percussion instruments, is capable of playing melody. 
Another type of demonstration which is used quite success-
fully is the trial playing of instruments by prospective band 
members. This may be accomplished by asking all those in-
terested to come to the stag e after the introduction of instru-
ments, to try the instruments of their choice. Then the 
sup ervisor, or demonstrator, asks all t h ose on the stag e to 
try their instrumen.ts simultaneously. Of course,. the result 
is a horrible noise and the audience is amused. The brass 
p layers are then grouped and shown how to 11 buzz 11 lips. The 
rest of the group whistles the desired note while the super-
visor puts a trumpet to t h e lips of one of the brass players. 
After the tone comes forth and is well received, a half flute 
is put to the lips of one of the whistlers and another tone is 
heard. The children are enthralled and while their mouths are 
still open all those interested in learning to play will be 
asked to stand. While still on their feet, the interested ones 
will be in vi ted to the stage to sign for the instruments of 
their choice. While the pupils are signing, the supervisor may 
further explain to all, the arrang ements for class lessons. 
Another type of demonstration is the actual teaching of a 
first lesson to a volunteer from the audience. Through this 
type of demonstration, the children are shown how easy it is to 
learn to play an instrument, provided, of course, that the child 
you have chosen to take t h e lesson is one of average musical 
intelligence. Otherwise, this may be an utter failure and 
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discourage, rather than motivate. In some demonstrations the 
sup ervisor fingers the tune of 11 America 11 , or another simple tune 
on a clarinet or some other instrument, while the student from 
the audience blows. 
Mr. Kelvin Masson, instrumental director at Central High 
School in St. Louis, Missouri, suggests that displays be set up 
in school showcases in conjunction with demonstrations, or soon 
thereafter. He describes very clearly his ideas along this 
line: 
The showcase will feature either -bowed instruments, wood-
wind, brass or percussion groups; small instruments, of 
course, can be shown and the larger ones can be represented 
by pictures. An attractive central picture and smaller 
pictures with personal appeal- will add color. Descriptive 
cards, three-by-five inch size, complement the display. It 
is often possible to obtain glossy prints of professional 
soloists and ensembles without cost from the various 
artists' managements. !/ 
In one school system, the task of demonstrating was given 
entirely to the children. Under the title of 11 The Story of the 
Orchestra", each child looked up the history and function of 
each instrument. At the assembly, an instrumentalist from the 
orchestra played a short tune on his instrument and then ~D ex-
planation of the instrument was given by a student who had spent 
a great deal of time in preparation. 11 At the close of the 
speaking and demonstrating, one of the teachers, or an advanced 
student, played a real solo on whatever instrument we wished 
p articularly to promote. This was followed by a selection by 
Kelvin Masson, "Instrument Displaysu, Music Educators 
Journal, (Nov.-Dec.) 1950 
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the orchestra to crystallize in their eyes, ears and minds, the 
visual, aural and mental impressions given them." 1/ 
It is important that rental plans be made available to the 
children since parents are naturally reluctant to spend eighty 
to a hundred dollars for an instrument to satisfy what may be 
only a passing whim on the part of the child. Information re-
garding rental plans and class lessons should be made clear on 
the forms that are taken home for the parents' signatures. 
It must be remembered that these demonstrations must be, 
of necessity, guided in such a way that a fairly well balanced 
instrumentation will result. The more common instruments should 
~ e less emphasized and the point should be made clear that pupil. 
studying these instruments will have less chance to play in the 
orchestra or band, due to the overabundance of the particular 
P.ns trumen t s. 
The results of the survey showed that twenty-four schools 
had given demonstrations while the remaining eleven had not. Of 
these twenty-four, fourteen had asked p arents to attend. Of t he. 
total number of towns that gave demonstrations, eleven gave the 
phildren in the audience an opportunity to try the instruments. 
~11 but three communities had experienced players perform on 
ttheir instruments during the demonstration. Fifteen communities 
had the orchestra or band play for the demonstration, while 
thirteen did not, thus making almost an even division. 
Marie Isabel Pike, 11 The Story of the Orchestrau, Educational 
Music Magazine, (Mar.-Apr.) 1948 
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Twenty- ei ght of the thirty-five school systems r ep orted 
t hat renta l plans were being made available t o the pupils . 
PIANO CLASSE S . -- :Much experimenting h as been done with 
p iano classes in t he public schools during t h e p ast few de cades . 
Piano study is a g oo d foundat ion for later study of other ban d 
or orchestral instruments that t he child may desire, and is 
therefore worthy of con s ideration in this survey on motivation 
of instrumental study. 
Dykema lis t s thr e e advantag es of piano class instruction 
in the schools : 
1) It stands midway be tw een the simple p ercuss~on instru-
ments , which sh oul d prec ede it, and t h e more difficult 
melodi c instr uments of the band and orchestra, playing 
upon which is greatly facilitate d if p iano instruction 
has preceded them. 2) The piano is most useful for 
sectional rehearsals i n supplyln g accomp animent and 
missing part s. 3) There is a peculiar tone color to 
the piano which makes - it wise to write for it as an 
orchestral instrument . The instrumental director can 
extend his tone colors by wisely and sparingly using 
t he pi ano . _y' 
For best resul t s, p iano clas ses shoul d be introduced in 
grades two and three, either as a part of the regular music 
lesson or by a special teacher who is a regular memb er of the 
teaching staff and acquainted with the music program in its 
en t i rety . 
The problem of having only one piano i n a classroom has 
been partly overcome through the use of p ap er keyb oards . vVhile 
I' 
I 
Peter W. Dykema, "The Relation of Piano Class Instruction to 
t h e Re s t of · t he Instrumen tal Programs in the · School 11 , 
Music Supervisors' National Conference , 1932, pp 188-189 
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one person sits at the piano the others follow on the individual 
keyboards . In more fortunate communities, silent keyboards have 
been used, giving the advantage of feeling the relative position 
or the black and white keys. 
In school systems where paper or cardboard keyboards are 
not available, the children take turns going to the pia~o, and 
they follow the s core when they are not playing, thus receiving 
valuable ear-training . 
This plan of teaching piano play ing t o groups or children 
has set in motion one or · the most valuable music education 
movements ever conceived, and we are finding ourselves not 
merely teaching countless thousands of children to play the 
most universal and probably the most valuable of all instru 
.ments, but are at the same time training them in g eneral 
musicianship. 1/ 
In Dayton, Ohio a new system of teaching piano classes has 
been invented and patented. By the use of several mirrors, ar-
rang ed on the piano and under lights, the class can readily see 
the hands of the teacher as she plays. Also the teacher , by the 
se of side mirrors can watch the class, even though her back is 
toward them~ This s y stem is advantag eous mainly in teaching 
keyb oard harmony or teaching piano by rote. 
The results of t he survey showed that twenty-nine comrJU-
nities did not have piano classes, while the remaining six to\~S 
did. Of these six systems, only one said that where these piano 
classes had been used, there was a noticeable increase in band 
or orchestral instrument study, due t o transfer from piano . The 
Gehrkens, op. cit., p 184 
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remaining five towns agreed that t h ere was no increase in in-
strumental study due to transfer. 
All six communi ties reported that p iano classes were con-
ducted once a week but there was a considerable variance in the 
grade levels that were taught: 
Numb er of Schools 
3 
1 
1 
1 
Table 5 
Grades Taught 
3-6 
2-8 
1-7 4-8 
MUSICAL APTITUDE TESTS. -- Tests of musical aptitude often 
ex cite conside;rable interest among children. Musical talent 
used to be thought of as being something that some people h ad 
and others h ad not, depending up on their inheritance. But it 
has now been sho¥m that musical talent is a combination of a 
nlunber of abilities that exist in . various proportions in dif-
ferent i ndividuals. 
Aptitude tests do not definitely determine whether a child 
will or will not do well on a musical instrument. They merely 
help toward making what would be a guess, a reasonable likeli-
h ood or probability. However, there are many other factors to 
consider. A child may prove very musical in an aptitude test, 
but may be lazy, shiftless and unambitious with the result that 
he would not do well on an instrument. On the other hand, a 
child may do poorly on the test but be very conscientious, in-
terested, and have a strong desire to learn. It seems possible 
that the latter child would be more successful. 
2u 
- -· 
The results of the survey showed that only t h irteen cities 
or towns used aptitude tests while twenty-two did not. The 
following table will show which tests were administered and at 
what grade levelst 
Table 6 
The results showed that five school systems used the Sea-
shore Test, four used tests of their own, ~ used the McCreary 
Rhythm Test and one used the Farnham Test. 
When asked if the results of these tests were used as a 
basis for encouraging parents to provide instrumental in-
struction to pup ils with good test scores, all but~ rep lied 
in the affirmative. 
LISTENING ACTIVITIES AS MOTIVATION. -- Music appreciation 
through listening in the elementary .grades leads a child tore-
cognize by si ght and sound the different instruments of the 
orchestra. Through t he aid of phonograph records and occasional 
solos either by the teacher or by student s from the upper grades 
the orchestra or b and b e gins to hold more meaning for the pupil. 
'His interest is awakened and throu gh familiarity, he p erhaps 
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chooses the instrument he would like to study. A child should 
cal instrument. 
The results of the survey on this fact or showed that 
twenty-six of the towns had listening activities in the elemen -
tary grades, while nine did ~· The foliowing table will show 
what grades were given music appreciation through listening: 
Number of Towns 
10 
b 
2 
1 
Table 7 
Grades 
1-8 
I-6 
1-12 
2-7 4-6 
The following will tell how often these classes were held: 
Number of Towns 
10 
~ 
Table 8 
Number of Classes 
once weekly 
bi-\veekly 
once monthly 
irregularly 
AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS. -- The use of audio-visual aids in 
teaching is so well established tbat its efficiency is no longer 
ql1J.estioned. And yet, many supervisors are using films and 
slides that leave little or no favorable impression upon the 
child. 
L While music education fiDns have not been produced as 
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• rap idly as science films, there are some good films available 
I 
I 
that could provide valuable motivation of instrumental study. 
Mr . James F. Nickerson of University of Kansas says: 
If we wish to achieve through aids that which can't be 
done as well by other means, we should seek those aids 
that g o beyond what a teacher can do, or beyond what a 
text or instruction book offers. The sight and sound of 
a symphony, dances from Sweden,---these are among the pos-
sibilities to be sought---. 1/ 
The survey shows t~at fifteen towns have used audio-visual 
aids to stimulate interest in instrumental instruction. The 
! following table will show that there was ~uite a lapse of time 
between these film presentations: 
Number of Towns 
5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
Table 9 
Number of Times Shown 
t wi ce yearly 
four times yearly 
three times yearly 
orice monthly 
every six weeks 
yearly 
irregularly 
On the followin g p a ge is a list of films that were used 
with considerab le effectiveness by the school systems included 
in this survey. Although not all of these films are directly 
connected with instruments, they nevertheless create an interest 
in music, whi ch may be just enough to stimulate a child to study 
a musical instrument. The column on the right will show the 
\number of' communi ties that have used the f'ilm mentioned: 
-, ____ _ 
lY James F . Nickerson, "Audio-Visual Aids", Educational Music 
Magazine, (Sept.-Oct) 1950 
:\ 
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Table 10 
Films Number of Towns 
1. 
2. 
4: 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10. 
11. 
Instruments of the Orchestra - Britten 
Ezio Pinza and the Telephone Hour 
Telephone Hour - Josef Hoffman 
Families of the Symphony Orchestra 
Encyclopedia Brittanica - Instruments 
of the Orchestra 
Music in America - March of Time 
First Chair Players (Conn Instr. Co.) 
Interlochen Michigan Camp Film 
Conn Film Strips (Pan American) 
National Music Crunp Film 
America the Beautiful 
8 
4 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
CONCERTS FOR ELEMENTARY CHILDREN. -- Phonograph records and 
films are fine as far as they go, but there is nothing that will 
impress children like the "real thing". So, it is important 
that provisions are made to take these young people to concerts 
or musicales by actual performers. However, we must be careful 
that the programs are planned to suit the age level of the group 
attending , or boredom may result and more is lost than gained. 
Youth concerts are planned in and around Boston for such pur-
poses and supervisors would do well to take advantage of them. 
If it is not possible to take children to these concerts, very 
often a group will come to the school to perform. 
The study that the writer is conducting showed that the 
towns were quite evenly divided on the question of attending 
concerts. Seventeen communities said that they had taken groups 
of elementary child~en to various programs and eighteen said 
that they had never done this. 
BAND OR ORCHESTRA M:E!IJ1BERS PERFORMING AT ELEIViENTARY AS-
SEMBLIES. Another fine motivating factor along the same line 
as the previous section is the performing at elementary school 
assemblies by members of the senior orchestra or band. Children 
are more impressed by seeing other young people perform than by 
hearing and seeing adults play . The psychological impression 
upon the student is, that if another child can learn to play so 
well, perhaps he can too. Along with being a motivating factor, 
listening to other children perform also leads to a better ap-
p reciation of finer music. 
Of the thirty-five communities in the survey, fourteen re-
ported that band and orchestra members did perform at elementary 
school assemblies. 
vVELL-ESTABLISHED HIGH SCHOOL BAND. -- It is always easier 
to motivate children if they can have as a goal a really worth-
while organization to aim for. The lack of this incentive makes 
a beginning instrumental sup ervisor's task that much more dif-
ficult, for the pupils have no attractive goal in sight. The 
colorful uniforms and the snappy marching unit have a definite 
ap peal to the child and although this is not motivation of a 
musical nature, it is neverthe less an important motivating facto 
and cannot be overlooked. 
The survey showed that nineteen of the school systems had 
well-established bands, while sixteen did not. Twenty..:two of 
these bands, whether well-established or not, had uniforms, and 
were considered marching units as well as concert bands. 
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VALUES OF THE P.T.A. -- In many communities, the Parent-
Teacher Associations lend a hand in the purchase of instruments 
or uniforms and often help to promote school concerts. Organi-
zation s of this kind also give opportunity for the supervisor 
to reach the parents of his potential instrunlentalists, either 
by speaking on the benefits of instruraental study or by giving 
various instrumental programs at the meeting s. 
It is i nteres ting to note that twenty-ei e-.,h t of the towns 
surveyed have Parent-Teacher Associations. It was furth er 
found that sixteen of these P .T.A. 1 s had done things to assist 
in the growth of the instrQmental program, varying from the pur-
c h ase of uniforms and instruments to f und-raising campai gns. 
Only half of the supervisors, fourteen , said they had spo-
ken at P.T.A. meetings regarding the benefits of instrumental 
study. The following table will show how often these talks 
were g iven:-
Number of Supervisors 
~ 
1 
Table 11 
Number of Times Yearly 
1 
2 
5 
PRO GRAMS FOR LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS. -- Having bands, orches-
tras, soloists or small ensembles play for local organizations 
is a factor in the motivation of parents . While many supervi-
sors frown on the extra work involved in preparing such programs 
they should realize that this is an excellent way to show the 
public what is being done . If a parent is not convinced of the 
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values of instrumental instruction in the schools, the child 
wanting an instrument will probably not get one. 
Twenty-one towns in the survey reported that instrumental 
gr oups performed for local organizations such as the American 
Legion, Lions Club, Rotary Club, etc. The following table will 
show approximately how many times a year these instrumentalists 
performed: 
Number of Towns 
6 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Table 12 
No. of Times per Year 
2 
1 
4 
10 
1-2 
3 o~s 
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ASSISTANCE BY LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS. -- Local groups , in 
addition to the P.T.A., have done much to give financial aid to 
school instrumental organizations. As with the P .T.A., the 
assistance has varied from the purchase of band necessities to 
sponsoring trips to festivals. 
Sixteen of the towns surveyed reported that assistance 
was given by some local organization. The table on the fol-
lowing page names the towns aswell as the organizations, and 
tells what they did to help: 
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Name of Town 
1. Ashfield 
2. Stow 
) •• Brimfield 4 Shelburne 
5. Martha's 
Vineyard 
6. Winchendon 
7~ Williamstown 
8. Concord 
9. Fairhaven 
10. Winthrop 
lL Westfield 
12. Gardner 
13. Methuen 
1~ .• Braintree 
15. Somerville 
Table 13 
Name of Organization 
American Legi on 
P.T.A. 
Grange 
Kiwanis - Legion 
Aux. - Alumni Assoc. 
Band and Orchestra 
Association 
American Legion 
Lions - Rotary 
Rotary 
Leg .-Grange-Church 
Rotary 
Elks 
Rotary 
Boosters Football 
Club 
Lions Club 
American Legion 
Type of Assistance 
· Sponsored band for Memo-
rial Day Parade 
Purchased instruments 
Contributed money 
Donated money and instru 
ments 
Bought instruments and 
pai d travel expenses 
Donated instruments 
Sponsored a circus 
Purchased band uniforms 
Purchased uniforms, 
music and instruments 
Donated two uniforms 
Donated uniforms 
Provided funds for equip 
ment 
Helped purchase uniforms 
Purchased uniforms 
Contributed money 
BAND PARENTS' CLUBS. -- Some towns have organized Band 
Parents' Clubs or Band Mothers' Clubs for the ' purpose of pro-
moting every phase of the instrumental program. Vfuile these 
clubs at the present time are few, new organizations of this 
type are making appearances throughout the state. 
The survey showed that only four towns had such organi-
zations and two of these were in the beginning stages, with few 
accomplishments as yet. The Band Parents' Club at Martha's 
Vineyard did much to interest parents in having their children 
study instrumental music, and the same type of organization in 
Winthrop raised three thousand dollars for the purchase of 
uniforms. 
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NEVITSPAPER PUBLICITY. -- Perhaps the best medium of contact 
with the general public is the local newspaper. Constant repe-
tition of items concerning the development of the instrumental 
p rogram and its values to the child, the school and the connnu-
nity, vli ll lead to a realization of its value. 
Fifteen co~nunities stated that valuable publicity was 
given the instrumental program, six towns said that no news-
paper publicity was given and fourteen left the question unan-
swered. 
The following is a list of the types of publicity reported 
as given in local newspapers: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Band items of interest as they occur. 
Time and place of instrumental classes. 
Notices about concerts, fe stival trips, band study 
opp ortunities. -
Pictures and general news coverage . 
Extensive publicity to any activity of t he band---
concerts, drives, attendance at festivals and career 
studies of good players. 
Good coverag e - in advertising instrument demonstrations. 
Band concerts. 
Programs of any musical unit. 
One supervisor said that he did not consider the local 
newspaper a good medium of information and that direct contact 
is necessary. Some connnunities stated that newspaper publicity 
was g iven only if the articles were written by members of the 
music department or by a person assi gned the resp onsibility. 
SCHOOL-01J1fl\TED INSTRUMENTS., -- In situations where the budget 
for instruments is small, it is necessary for the sup ervisor to 
purchase only the uncommon and bulky instruments that he knows 
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a parent cannot be persuaded to buy. Having a number of neces-
sary instruments belonging to the town will insure a balanced 
instrumentation from one year to the next. While some schools 
spend a great deal of money purchasing such instruments as 
clarinets and trumpets, it is the writer's belief that with the 
proper motivation more than enough of these instruments will be 
purchased by pupils each year and the budget allotment should 
be spent on instruments more needed. Of course, one advantage 
of buying the co1mnon, as well as the less popular instruments 
is that the school can be sure of quality instr~unents from 
year to year. 
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The followin g table lists the number of school-owned in-
struments reported in each of the communities surveyed: 
Table 14 
Name of Town A;e;eroximate No. of School-Owned 
Po;eulation Instruments 
1. Monroe Bridge 250 0 
2. Ashfield ' 900 5 
3~ New Marlboro 1;000 3 4~ Whately 1;000 0 
5. Sunderland 1;000 0 
6. Gill 1,000 0 
7~ Stow 1;750 6 
8. Stockbridge 2,000 11 
9· Brimfield 2,000 
4§ 10. Dighton ~,000 
11. Lee ,500 
1' 12. Shelburne 4,500 
1,. Martha's Vineyard 5;000 89 1 • Easton 5,000 27 
15. Norton 5,000 0 
16~ Winchendon 6;500 38 
17. Williamstovm 6,500 26 
18. North Andover 7,6oo 22 
19. Tewksbury 8;000 18 
20~ Concord 8,000 59 
2L Walpole 8,867 11. 
22. Dracut 9,800 0 
2~. Shrewsbury 12,000 7 
2 1- ~ Adams 12;608 33 25~ Fairhaven 13,000 91 
26: Needham 16,500 33 
27~ Dedham 17;000 g~ 28~ Winthrop 18;000 
29~ Westfield 22;000 ~~ 30~ Gardner 22.; 000 
31: Methuen 24;000 28 
32~ Melrose 25;000 56 
3~- Braintree 27;000 65 3 ~ Fitchburg 43;000 2tt~ 35. Somerville 100,000 
The t abl e on the following p a ge will shmv the population 
of each city or town, the enrolLment in the elementary and 
junior hi gh schools and the number participating in instrumen-
tal classes, bands, orchestras and private lessons, where data 
were given: 
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TABLE 15 - STATLSTICS ON POPULATI ON AND ENR OLLIVIEN'r -IN ·I NSTRUMENTAL ·GROUPS 
Approx. 
Tovm Pop. 
1. Monroe Bridg ' 250 
2~ Ashfield --900 
3:--New -:Mariooro 1;000 
4~ Whately 1;_0_0_0 
--s:-· -sunaer land r;ooo 6: Gill r;ooo 
7. Stow 1;750 
cr;--s-Eock:bri dge 2,000 
9~ Brimfield -z;ooo 
10~ Digliton ~000 
lL Lee -1+,-500 
.12. Shelburne '4000 
13~ Martha's V •. ~~000 
f["; ]~as f on 5;000 
0.-NorJon ,,-ooo 
1--o:-Wincne-ndon 6~500 
l~illiamstown ~00 , . 
ll:f:- N ortli Andover T~oOO 
119~ Tewksbury ();000 
20~ Concord o;OOO 2r: Walp-ole o;oo7 
!~Dracut g~eoo 
123. Shrewsbury rz,-ooo 
12J.t~--ACiams 12, 60(3 
25. Fairhaven 13;000 
126. Needham 16;500 
2 7 .- -De dfiam -17~000 
128. Winthrop re,ooo 
2q. Westfield 22.000 1jo--:- -G-ar drier 22,000 
131 ~ Methuen -24,-000 
32. Melrose -zs,-ooo 
33--:Brairitree 2(,-000 
~Fitcnourg 43,000 
35; - Somervi.Ll.e [TOV,UOU 
Jr. H. 
Enroll 
5 
JZ 
35 
40 
J~ 
'29 
~11+ )2 
50 
110 
e5 
-135 
'? 
:Q..lO 
120 
225 
-zoo 
170 
~90 
200 
2~5 
97 
-2.25 
201 
3Jb0 
4-26 
390 
XQ<i 
~59 
00 
471 
350 
400 
. 500 
-r,;'{OU 
Eleril . 
Enroll 
23 
108 
125 
60 
T5 
_9_5_ 
-2TIT 
res 
-15_0 
350 
-210 
52t3 
'? 
bOO 
-sno 
t360 
-szo 
53U 
-ooo 
. 7_t3_7 
1,310 
. 750 
T;Tro 
•1)4-4 
1;600 
1,91t3 
1,726 
T;TSO 
I. 792 
' 900 
1;573 
2 1000 
3;000 1--;-so-o 
~{ 
Total 
Enroll 
28 
140 
160 
100 
110 
124_ 
2L~ 
ZJ7 
200 
440 
?95 
663 
1)00 
7._4_0 
·--o2o 
1,oe5 
~7_2_0 
70d 
7_9_0 
.  9t37 
1_,_55_6_ 
. t34-7 
1~_)_2 
1;04-5 
1~0 
-~;]_@_ 
2~116 
2~225 
z,-l5T 
1~ 20-0 
2 -pill-
' _'-¥+ 2 '350 , --
3; L1.00 
2_,_0 00 
.lU,UUU 
Instr.,·R. s., Other I H. s., Other 
Class Band Bands Orch Orch 
0 0 0 0 0 
60 -JiO 0 jff 0 
27 0 13 0 21 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
59 0 0 0 0 
~5_ 0 0 0 17 
10 IO- TJ 0 0 
roo 2o liJI 27 -z-o 
-s """8" 0 0 0 
45 3o Z5 0 0 
17Z ? ? "BO ? 
70 ·o 0 3Lr 40 
0 0 0 0 0 
32 LiS 
J2 18" ~ 
--zs-Z3 -:w 
0 0 
4-3 I5 0 0 0 
_4-_0 ~ 0 12' -5 
60 -55 0 22 10 
0 0 0 28" 0 
0 · o 0 7 0 
_3_2 j2 0 TI 0 
43 lt3 0 15 0 
22_5_ 3".3 45 
_ij_7 ""52 
-s-4 125 
31J 32 21 
? 35 0 zo 40 
-200 ""50 -00 0 0 
_50 77 
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The following table lists the towns surveyed, in in-
cr easing order of p opula ti on, and shows the percentage of par-
ticipation in each of the instrumental organizations, as com-
pared with the t otal school enrollment: 
; Table 16 
PERCENTAGE PARTICIPATION 
Instr. H. S •. Other H.S • . Other Pr iv. 
Tovm Class Band Bands Orch. Orchs. Lsns.. 
L Monroe Br. 0 0 0 0 0 ? 
2. Ashfield f+2.b5% 2b.57% 0 27.14% 0 IJ .57% 
3. New Marlboro lb.IJ7% 0 IJ .12Jo 0 13.12% ? 
4. Whately 0 0 0 0 0 5.00% 
2_. Sunderland 0 0 0 0 0 10~.00% 
b~ Gill 0 0 0 0 0 ~J. obrs 
7~ Stow 2l.j..~. lb ' 0 0 0 0 0 ?.' 
~'1_ ~ Stock~12.riqge 10~ 54~o 0 0 0 7 •. 17% ?' 
9~ Bri mfield 5~00 ~ 5~00% b~50% 0 0 ? 
1_10 . Dlg..l'lton 1 22c• 7~% 5~·99% 10.,00~~ b •. l4% 4.54% l~tn% 
l:L Lee c.~. Il% C.~Il% 0 0 0 .b7% 
12~ Shelburne _2_~ 7b~~ _2.4-2% 3.77_% 0 0 ._9_0% 
13~ Martha's V. 21~50% a 0 10~ 70~b 0 ? 
14. Easton 9. 4-5% 0 0 4.59% 5._1±0% 5.40% 
12. ~ Norton 0 0 0 0 0 ?' 
l b~ Winchendon 5.~0b% 4~ 1_4-% _?.~.11% 2.Sb% 1 •. 29% • 3~b51> 
li. Wl lliamstown 4~bb 0 !;>~27% 3.05% 0 0 1.11% 
lb ~ ~N· Andover b.07% 2~ 1'1% 0 0 0 2 •. 40% 
19~ Tewksbury 5~0b% 3.03% 0 1~51% ~7':J% ? 
~0~ Concord b.09% 5.57% 0 2~22% 1.11% 4.05~~ 
21. Walpole 0 0 0 1~79% 0 ? 
?.Z.. Dracut 0 0 0 ~b21o 0 • 70% 
23~ Shrewsbury 2~· 3_9% 2~19~% 0 ~J29.~o 0 ?.· 
2Lk~ Adams 4~. 10% 1~72% 0 1.'-1-3~ 0 .57¥o 
25~ Fairhaven 11.59% 2~73% 2~ 3l~b 2.7b~o b .. 3LJ ~o 7~73% 
2b. Needha.111 3 .. 79% _g_ • ..g_l% l.b2% 1.3b% ) ~0 •. b<; 3 •. 15% 
27~ Dedham ? 1~b5% 1~4-;L% .94% l.,bC 16 ? 
~~· WJ__nthrop b.97% 2~24% 4• 04~o 0 0 ? 
2_2, -Westfield 2.32_% 1 .. 25% 0 0 0 ? 
12Cr. Gardner -10~~3% 6~25% 6~. 663& 0 0 ?: 
31. Methuen 11.52% _g_. 79Jo l.ljq% ._bJ~i> 2. 79% l.b3% 
3_£~ Melrose 4~bb% 1~91% l~Ob% 0 1 ~4-0 0 ? 
3}. Braintree 7 ·911-% J-..3_2% 2. 0.5_1b ~-  5.biJ% l.JJ-7~ 
34~ Fitchburg >-00% 3 ~ 5056 0 1.00_% -~~. ';JO o ? 
35. Somerville 2. 00 1b .50% •. 75% 0 .20% ? 
- -
SURVEY RESULTS SHOWING HIGHEST PERCENTAGES 
While the results showing the highest percentage of par-
ticipation in instrumental classes, hi~h school band. and high 
school orch estra are based upon the total enrollcient in the 
elementary and junior high schools, it is felt that since none 
of these towns sent their children to high schools of other 
towns, the relative percentages are valid. 
INSTRUMENTAL CLASSES. ~~ The ~ towns having the highest 
percentage of pupils taking instrumental classes are Ashfield, 
Stow, Dighton, Martha's Vineyard and New Marlboro, in that 
order. The following table will give the statistics through 
which these results were obtained: 
Table 17 
Total E:tlroll. No • . of Pu;Eils Perc en-
APErox. in E!em. & ln Instru. tage of 
Town PoE• Jr. High c!a.sses Enroll. 
Ashfield ' 900 140 6o 42~85% 
Stow 1;750 244 59 24~18%. 
Dighton 3;000 ~g 100 22~72% Martha's v. 5,000 172 21~50% 
New Marlb.oro 1,000 160 27 16.87% 
Motivating factors common to all five of these to~ms are 
as follows: 
1. No instrumental ensemble work is done in the grade 
schools by classroom teachers. 
2. Instrumental classes are given during school time. 
J. Instrumental classes are taught by grouping of like 
instruments. 
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4. Instrumental class lessons are free of charge. 
5. Instrumental classes are taught by the supervisor. 
6. Instrumental class lessons are given once a week. 
7. !£piano classes are offered. 
The following additional motivating factors are common to 
all but one of the five tovms: 
1. Rental plans are made available to students. 
2. Musical aptitude tests are not given. 
3. Musical films are not shown. 
4. P.T.A. 's are in existence in the tovm. 
5. No Band Parents' Clubs have been organized. 
HIGH SCHOOL BANDS. -- The five towns having the highest 
percentage of pupils in the high sch ool band are Ashfield, 
Gardner, Dighton, Concord and Shelburne, in that order. The 
following table will give the statistics through which these 
results were obtained: 
Table 18 
Total Enroll. No. of Pu.:.. Perc en-
Aoprox. J.n Elern. & ;eils in H. tage of 
Town Pop. Jr. High s. Band Enroll. 
Ashfield ' 900 '140 40 28~57% 
Gardner 22.;000 1,200 ~~ 6~25% Dighton 3;000 ~~ 5~·99% Concord 8;000 §~ 5.E1% Shelburne 4,500 63 5. 2% 
The following motivating factors were found to be common 
to all five towns: 
1. Instrumental classes are taught by the supervisor. 
2. Instruments are furnished by both the school and the 
pupil. 
3. Instrumental class lessons are given once a week. 
4. Rental plans are made available to students. 
5. No piano classes are offered. 
6. Music appreciation through li s tening is offer ed in the 
e lementar y grades. 
7. Listening activi ties are given in all of the elemen-
tary grades. 
8. There is a well -established band in the high school . 
9. The bands have uniforms. 
10. The band is a marching unit. 
11. School instrumental ensemb les perform at P .T. A. 
meetings and for other local organizations. 
12 . No Band Parents• Clubs have been organized in these 
tovn1s. 
Other motivating fa ctors common to all but one of these 
communities are as follows: 
1. Rhyt~m bands are taught in the primary grades . 
2. Classes are ~ given instruction in pre-band instru-
ments. 
3. Instrumental class lessons are free of charge. 
4. Instrumental demonstrations are g iven. 
5. Experienced players perform at the demonstrations. 
6. The band or orchestra performs at the demonstration. 
1. P.T.A. 's are in existence. 
8. Supervisors have spoken to the P.T.A. concerning 
benefits of instrumental study at least once a year. 
9. Local organizations assist in purchase of uniforms or 
instruments. 
HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRAS. -- The five towns having the 
highest p ercentage of p up ils in the orchestra are Ashfield, 
Martha's Vineyard, Di ghton, Easton and Fairhaven. The fol-
lowing table will show the statistics concerning the hi gh 
school orchestras: 
Table 19 
Total Enroll. No. of Pu- Perc en-
AEErox. · in Elem. & Eils in H. tage of 
Town PoE· Jr. High s. Orch. Enroll. 
Ashfield ' 900 140 38 27.14% 
Martha's . v. 5;000 Boo 86 10~70% 
Di ghton 3.7000 440 27 6.14% 
Easton 5.7000 · 7L~o ~tt 4~56% Fairhaven 13,000 1,940 2.7 % 
Motivating factors common to all five of these towns are 
as follows: 
1. Instrumental classes are given during school time. 
2:. Instrumental classes are taught by a grouping of the 
like instruments. 
3. Both the school and the pupils furnish the instruments. 
4. Class lessons ar e taught once a week. 
Motivating factors common to all but one of these to\vns: 
1. No p~e-band instruments are taught. 
2. No instrumental ensemble work is done by classroom 
teachers in the grades. 
3. No piano classes are offered. 
4. No musical aptitude tests are given. 
5. Elementary school children are given music appreci-
- . 
ation through listening. 
6. No Band Parents' Clubs have been organized .. 
INSTRUMENTAL CLASSES. The five towns having the highest 
percentage of pupils studying instruments in classes are Ash-
field, Stow, Dighton, Martha 's Vineyard and New Marlboro . It 
is interesting to note that each of these towns has a popu-
lation of five thousand, or less. In fact, with. one exception, 
the lower the population, the greater percentage of partici-
pation. This would lead one to conclude that the smaller com-
munities have a definite advantage over the larger cities in 
the motivation of instrumental study, partly, perhaps, because 
the supervisor is in closer touch with the children and lmows 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are based upon the motivating 
factors found common to the five communities having the highest 
percentage of students participating in the instrumental pro-
gram, with the asstunption that the motivating techniques or 
devices that these towns used must have been effective, if so 
many of the students are participating in the program. 
INSTRUMENTAL CLASSES. -- The five towns having the highest 
percentage of pupils studying instruments in classes are Ash-
field, Stow, Dighton, Martha's Vineyard and New Marlboro . It 
is interesting to note that each of these towns has a popu-
lation of five thousand, or less. In fact, with. one exception, 
the lower the population, the greater percentage of partici-
pation. This would lead one to conclude that the smaller com-
munities have a definite advantage over the larger cities in 
the motivation of instrumental study, partly, perhaps, because 
the supervisor is in closer touch with the children and knows 
their background, musical ability, industriousness, dependabi-
lity and interests. This indicates by circumstantial evidence 
that in a smaller community, it may be true that a teacher with 
closer contact can supply something that outweighs material 
- 4lt- -
assets. More individual attention can be given the slower 
learners; and with this extra individual help, a child who 
might fail in a large school system is given a chance to suc-
ceed; hence, the larger instrumental group emerges, due to the 
greater amount of effective participation. 
Since all of these schools have free instrumental classes 
during school time, it is quite evident that this is an impor-
tant moti va tin12: factor . The fact that thA 1 A!'l~()n ~'~ I'IT>A r.i ;rpn 
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assets. More individual attention can be given the slower 
learners; and with this extra individual help, a child who 
might fail in a large school system is given a chance to sue-
ceed; hence, the larger instrumental group emerges, due to the 
greater amount of effective participation. 
Since all of these schools have free instrumental classes 
during school tbne, it is quite evident that this is an impor-
tant moti vating factor. The fact that the lessons are given 
during school time is favorable to the children and the fact 
that they are free of charge encourages the supp ort of parents~ 
This system of providing instruction will also insure better 
attendance at lessons, for if a child is well and in school, 
he will usually go to his lesson, with or without an instrument. 
It also may be noted that all of these schools taught in 
- -
groups of like instruments. This seems to be the best grouping, 
since the probl ems in playing and reading are common to all of 
the instruments in the class, and a more efficient and thorough 
approach may be utilized. Children learn from each other as 
well as from the teacher, and by playing the same instruments, 
they can try to outdo each other. 
In all of these towns, the instrumental classes were 
taught by the supervisor, which leads one to believe that child-
ren are more motivated to study if the music supervisor is 
teaching the class, as he frequently would in a small town. It 
is realized that to\¥ns of this size do not very often have more 
than one music teacher, however in situations where the 
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supervisor ~eels himsel~ incapable o~ teaching all o~ the in-
struments, another instrumental specialist is given access to 
the school building and his classes are paid ~or by the pupils. 
\!Vhile the supervisor may not be as pro~icient on the instru-
ments as a specialist, his close contact with the children in 
a small community, as well as his own realization that the 
~uture o~ his orchestras and bands depends upon the success or 
his instrumental classes, leads him to be more conscientious 
and thorough in the motivating and teaching o~ these classes. 
The children also realize that i~ they do outstanding work in 
these classes, the supervisor will be quick to recognize ac-
complishment and they may be rewarded with an opportunity to 
enter the junior band or orchestra. 
It was also round that lessons are given once a week, 
varying in length ~rom thirty minut·es to one hour. As evi-
denced by the number o~ pupils participating and bene~iting 
~rom these classes, this amount o~ time seems enough to insure 
normal progress and good results. 
None o~ these schools o~~ered piano classes, which shows 
that this was not a necessary ~actor in motivation. The lack 
or piano classes may be due to inadequate facilities; however, 
since only six o~ the thirty-~ive school systems in the survey 
o~rered piano classes, it seems evident that this is not an 
important factor in motivation. Vfuile some may feel that the 
piano is a valuable pre-requisite to the study of other instru-
ments, it is the writer's opinion that ir the piano is merely 
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going to be a 11 stepping stone 11 to another instrument, the time 
spent studying the piano could be more profitably spent on the 
4lt instrument of the pupil's choice. Particularly in the case of 
a wind instrtunent, during the time that a child would spend 
learning the piano, he could well be strengthening his embou-
chere, learning to tongue, developing diaphragmatic support and 
proper breath control, all of which have nothing to do with the 
piano. 
No ensemble.work was done in the grade schools by class-
room teachers in these five school systems. This may be due 
to the inability of most classroom teachers to instruct such a 
group. However, the results of the survey showed that ensemble 
classes cannot be considered an important factor in motivation, 
partly because it is impractical from the point of view of 
finding classroom teachers who are capable of doing this type 
of work. It is the writer's belief that if such teachers were 
available, ensemble work could be a very strong factor in mo-
tivation. · 
It is reasonable to conclude that the motivating factors 
that were prevalent in four out of the five towns are important 
enough to be worthy of mention. 
One of these devices is the availability of rental plans 
to the pupils. Four of these communities did use rental-
purchase p lans, while the other, Martha's Vineyard, did not 
need to, due to the unusual number of school-owned instruments, 
which will be discussed later. There is no question of the 
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value of rental plans. Much can be gained for the pupil and 
only a small rental fee may be lost. As has been stated in 
the previous chapter, a child may be motivated to study, but 
if his parents are not willing , he may not get the opportunity . 
With usual rental plans, no parent should be reluctant to spend 
a few dollars, if merely to find out whether the child will 
succeed. The three-month period should be sufficient time for 
both the child and the parents to decide . At the end of this 
rental period the instrument may be returned or it may be kept, 
with the rental fee usually applying toward the total cost of 
the instrument. Such a plan has influenced numerous children 
to s tudy, particularly if the le s sons are free, a s they are in 
the five towns mentioned. 
Four of these towns did not give ap titude tests and the 
supervisor in Ashfield gave a test of his own. Of all the 
towns surveyed, only one-third gave aptitude tests of one kind 
or another, the Seashore Test being the most popular published 
test . The fact that only one of the schools that had the 
hi ghest percentage of student participation used an aptitude 
test shows that its essential value as a motivating factor is 
questionable. It is true that many parents, when told that 
their children rated very hi gh in a musical aptitude test, will 
consider giving them music lessons. On the other hand, an 
aptitude test is not conclusive proof that the child will do 
well on a musical instrument. In a small community, a musical 
aptitude test is not necessary as a motivating factor, since 
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the supervisor through his close contact with the individuals 
is able to recognize musical talent in them, and in addition is 
able to appraise the other necessary qualities that an aptitude 
test cannot measure. The affirmative answers regarding apti-
tude tests were given, with one or two exceptions, by the fif-
teen largest populated communities, which seems to indicate 
that tests are somewhat more useful in the larger tovms where 
selecting instrumental pupils would otherwise be difficult. 
All but one of the . five school systems had never used 
musical films, which indicates that films are not a strong 
motivating factor, partly because so few films are available 
for this purpose. Of the list of f'ilms mentioned in the survey, 
only five are about instruments, which shows the great need for 
such material. Audio-visual aids could be a strong motivating 
factor in the development of interest in instrumental music, if 
and when films for this purpose are developed. At present, 
these aids are not sufficiently developed in this field to be 
considered an essential motivating device. 
Four of the aforementioned communities stated that they 
had Parent-Teacher Associations. These organizations give 
excellent opportunity for the supervisor to speak to the par-
ents regarding the benefits of instrumental study and the mu-
sical offerings of the schools. At such meetings, instrumental 
groups may also perform and further convince parents of their 
value. 
Parent-Teacher Associations have in many cormnunities 
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donated money or instruments to the instrumental department 
and towns that have P.T.A. 's are fortunate that they have this 
assistance and a valuable means of ma1dng known to the parents, 
the needs of the instrumental program. Suffice it to say that 
a P.T.A. can be an important motivating force, if a supervisor 
is fortunate enough to have one in his town and if he takes 
advantage of the P.T.A.'s existence by speaking before the 
group concerning the benefits, as well as the needs of the in-
strumental program. 
Only~ of these co~nunities has a Band Parents' Club~ 
or an Orchestra and Band Association, as it is called in Mar.;., : 
tha's Vineyard. Because this type of organization was non-
existent in the other four communities it was naturally not a 
factor in their high percentage of participation. However, 
where these organizations are active, remarkable work has been 
done in promoting the instrumental program. In Martha's Vine-
yard, this organization has over a period of several years made 
it possible for the school to own eighty-nine instruments, a 
record almost unheard of for a community of only five thousand 
residents. The value of such an organization speaks for itself 
in its accomplishments. It is therefore advocated that whereve 
possible, groups of this kind should be organized to help the 
instrumental program financially and to assist in the moti-
vation of instrumental study. 
HIGH SCHO.OL BANDS. -- In decreasing order, the towns of 
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Ashfield, Gardner, Dighton, Concord and Shelburne had the 
highest percentage of students in the high school band. 
The motivating factors common to these five towns are 
similar to those of the towns having the highest percentage of 
students in instrumental classes. In addition to the fact that 
all of these towns had instrumental class lessons once a week, 
taught by the supervisor; rental plans available to students; 
no piano classes; and no Band Parents' Clubs, they reported 
- --.-
other factors in co~uon. 
All of these communities had music appreciation through 
listening in all of the elementary grades. Exposing a child to 
music early in his school career tends to familiarize him with 
the various instruments and the ensemble as a whole. Twenty-
six of all the towns surveyed showed that this type of activity 
is practiced in their schools. It not only creates an interest 
in instruments, but leads also to an appreciation of instrumen-
tal, as well as vocal music. Through his enjoyment of the mu-
sic he hears, the child may become interested in a particular 
instrument and desire to play it. Records for listening should 
be carefully selected to suit the age level of the particular 
grade. Unlike visual aids, listening material for all grade 
levels is abundant and ex cellent. 
Recording artists have created imaginary characters rep-
resented by various instruments, and children are completely 
fascinated by these recordings. Listening to records through 
all the school years can be a very strong motivating factor in 
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the instrumental program. 
All of the five school systems in this category naturally 
had well-established bands in the high school. This in itself 
is a strong incentive for future band members. The task of 
stimulating interest down in the grades is made easier, for the 
colorful high school band speaks for itself, and the child's 
desire to be a part of it urges him on to instrumental study. 
All of the towns mentioned had marching bands, and of course, 
all had uniforms. 
These five schools with the hi ghest percentag e of pupils 
in the band also had in common the fact that they had instru-
mental ensembles perform at P.T.A. meetings and other community 
functions. As has been mentioned previously, public perform-
~~ce tends to make the instrumental program grow, both through 
the prestige of the performers and through the interest aroused 
in the audience. 
Only one of the five towns gives instruction in pre-band 
-- -
instruments, which shows that this was not a necessary moti-
vating factor. Of all thirty-five towns in the survey, only 
nine said that work was being done in pre-band instruments. To 
the question of whether there was a noticeable increase in the 
number of students later taking instrumental lessons from these 
classes, as compared to those who had no instruction in pre-
band instruments, six replied in the affirmative and two in 
the neg~tive---~, was not sure. This is evidence that where 
instruction is given in pre-band instruments, there is some 
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motivation toward transf'er to the legitimate instrument. 
All but one of' these f'ive towns gave instruction in rhythm 
bands in the primary grades. Twenty-f'our of' the thirty-f'ive 
communities in the survey taught rhythm bands and f'elt they 
were worthwhile. The value of' rhythm bands in developing a 
consciousness f'or the meter of' a selection is undisputed. How-
ever, as a means of' bringing a greater appreciation of' music to 
the primary grades, they should be used with discretion in or-
der that the children may appreciate the music, as well as en-
joy the activity. In this way, music appreciation may develop 
an interest in instrumental study. 
With the exception of' Concord, the towns with the highest 
percentage of' students in the band, gave demonstrations, and 
had experienced players, as well as the band or orchestra, per-
f'orm at the demonstrations. In f'act, one of' the strongest 
motivating devices used to get children started on instruments 
is the .demonstration. Twenty-four: of' the towns in the survey 
had used it with considerable reported success. 
Demonstrations f'amiliarize children with the various in-
struments and stimulate interest, particularly when classmates 
demonstrate the instruments. It is doubtf'ul that a demon-
stration has ever been given that has not yielded a f' ew, even 
if' not a large number, of' potential band or orchestra members. 
Every school system, large ·or small, should give instrumental 
demonstrations at least once at the beginning of' each year and 
probably once just bef'ore summer vacation. Frequently, 
II 
II 
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instrument companies are willing to furnish the instruments and 
to do the demonstrating if the supervisor so desires. While 
a small minority of school systems did not give demonstrations 
and still had fairly good bands and orchestras, it is the 
writer's belief, from the reports, that these t owns would have 
been more successful if they had given instrumental demonstra~ 
tions. 
HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRAS. The five towns having the 
highest percentage of pupils in the orchestra are Ashfield, 
Martha's Vineyard, Di ghton, Easton and Fairhaven. 
The various factors that these communities reported in 
common are similar to those in the previous two categories, 
namely: 1) Instrumental class es were given during school time; 
2) Instrumental classes were taught by a grouping of like in-
struments; 3) Instruments were furnished by both the school 
and the pupils; 4) Class lessons were taught once a week . 
Since the above -mentioned factors have been common to all 
of the towns in the three categories, it should be concluded 
that these four points are almos t a must in the motivation of 
instrumental study. 
On the negati ve si de, i n this category, all but one tovm 
stated t hat ££pre - band i nstrument s were taught; that n o in-
strumental en s emble work was done by classroom t eachers; that 
!!.£ piano c~asses were offered; t hat !'.!£ musical aptitude tests 
were given;· and that ££ Band Parents' Clubs were in existence . 
School-owned instrumen ts are a defin ite motivation for 
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instrQmental study, as well as an assurance that each year's 
band and orchestra will have a balanced instrumentation. 
School-o~ned instruments should be a very necessary part of the 
school equipment if the instrumental program is going to be at 
all successful, otherwise the ensembles may be made up almost 
entirely of clarinets and trumpets. Every administrator must 
be convinced that good bands and orchestras do not develop 
without an adequate number of school-owned instruments. Of 
the schools w~ th highest percentages of participation, with one 
or two exceptions, all owned a number of instrL@ents. Much of 
the success of the instrumental program depends upon this very 
important factor. Not only do these instruments aid in the 
balancing of the instrumentation but they give a talented child 
who cam1ot afford to buy an instrument, an opportunity to study 
at no initial cost. 
Unfortunately, it has not been possible to measure one 
important factor in connection with motivation, namely, the 
personality and training of the instrumental supervisor . Many 
children have not studied instrun1ents because they did not like 
the teacher. To have a continuous flow of students to instru-
mental classes each year, the supervisor should be thoughtful, 
pleasant, encouraging and understanding, as well as being a 
thorough teacher, a fine musician and a person with initiative. 
In conclusion, the writer feels that motivation of in-
strumental study is concerned not only with the pupils but with 
the parents, community and administration as well. Without the 
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coop eration of even one of these groups, the instrumental work 
can be seriously retarded. Therefore, it is the job of the 
sup ervisor to reach out to all of these people and make known 
the benefits of instrumental study by pointing out that learning 
an instrtunent will develop character, personality, health, ini-
tiative, leadership, discipline and cooperation, as well as 
wholesome emotional outlets and a means of relaxation. 
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COMPREHENSIVE ABSTRACT 
Statement of the Problem. -- In planning instrumental 
pr ograms, the supervisor wishes to incorporate those factors of 
encourag ement and stimulus which will most effectively contri-
bute to the growth of the instrumental work . The problem of 
this study is to find out by means of an adequate survey, what 
these successful factors have been in the experience of other 
school systems which have used them. 
Approach. -- The material for this study was compiled 
mainly from answers to a questionnaire supplemented by exten-
sive reading on motivating techniques and devices that have 
proven successful. Questi onnaires were sent to the instru-
mental supervisors of every third city, or town, in the State 
of Massachusetts, as taken from the alphabetical list pub -
lished by the Department of Education. The questionnaire was 
constructed to cover every possible mottvation factor that 
could be considered as stimulating interest in instrumental 
study. 
Results of the Survey. -- The results of this survey are 
based up on returns from thirty-five cities and towns in the 
State of Massachusetts, ranging in populati on from two hundred 
and fifty to one hundred thousand residents. 
- 57 -
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Of the fi f teen towns that had the highest percentag e of 
students participating in instrumental classes, hi gh school 
band and hi gh school orchestra, five were duplicated in the 
thre e categories. Therefore, there were actually ten different 
co~~tmities represented in these three categories. 
I t wa s found that two-thirds of these communities were 
teaching rhythm bands in grades varying from the kindergarten 
to the fourth grade. Of the ten to~1s that were among the 
hi ghest in percentage of particip ation, six taught rhythm bands 
and four did not. 
The survey showe d that a little over one-third of the 
towns were teaching pre-band instruments in grades varying from 
one to six . Of the ten communities with the highest percentag e 
of particip ation, only three made use of pre-band instruments. 
Only five towns in the survey had ensemble work done by 
~ . . . 
regular classroom teachers and three of these were among the 
ten school systems with the greatest per centag e of partici-
pation. 
Instrumental classes during school time were tau&1t -by 
over two-thirds of the communities in the survey. All but one 
of the ten highest-rated schools, had classes in instruments 
with eight of them teaching by a grouping of like instruments 
and all rep orting one lesson each week. 
Two-thirds of the school systems used motivation by demon-
strations and twenty-eight reported that rental plans were made 
available to the pupils. Of the ten schools with the highest 
percentage of participation, five reported that they gave 
demonstrations and five said they did not. 
The survey results showed that only six communities had 
piano classes and only ~ of these said that where these 
classes were used, there was a noticeable increase in band or 
orchestral instruments, due to transfer. Only one of the ten 
highest -rated communities offered piano classes. 
A little over one-third of the communities administered 
musical aptitude tests and only two of these were among the ten 
schools with the highest percentages. 
It was found that twenty-six towns had listening activi-
ties in the grades and eight of these were towns that had the 
greatest percentage of participation in instrumental work. 
The survey showed that fifteen towns used musical fihas 
and four of these were among the ten best-rated schools. 
About half of the communities in the survey took children 
to concerts or musicales. The ten schools with highest p er-
centages were also evefl-;l:y divided on this question. 
It was found that nineteen of the school systems had well-
established band s in the hi gh school. 
Twenty-eight of the communities had P.T.A.'s and twenty-
~ reported that instrumental groups performed for local organ 
izations. Of all these towns, sixteen were given assistance 
by local organizations either by donations or by purchase of 
band necessities. 
Band Parents' Clubs were only found in four communities 
v .._.......,..&....._,~ ... _ ................ _ ......... ----------- -- - - - t.l -
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Since all of the highest-rated towns agreed, it must be 
concluded that instrumental classes should be given once a week, 
during school time and should be taught by the instrumental su-
pervisor by grouping of like instruments. 
Piano classes and ensemble work by classroom teachers are 
for the various reasons given, impractical as a means of moti -
vation. 
Rental-purchase plans and school-owned instrun1ents are a 
must in the motivation of instrumental study. As the number of 
school-owned instruments increases, the number taking lessons 
on these instruments will naturally increase. 
Aptitude tests are impractical as a motivating device in 
smaller communities but may be used in the larger cities, where 
the supervisor does not know the abilities of the children. 
Musical films are not a strorig motivating factor at the 
present time, due to the lack of sufficient motivating material . 
The future years may develop films that will be of great value . 
A Parent-Teacher Association~ be an important motivating 
force if the supervisor takes advantage of the existence of a 
P .T. A. by exposing the parents to the instrumental work of the 
school. 
Band Parents' Clubs should be organized wherever possible 
to help the instrumental program financially, as well as in the 
motivation of instrumental study. 
Music appreciation through listening should be taught in 
all of the grades to stimulate an interest in instrumental 
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music. This was done by all of t h e towns that had the highest 
p erc entage of pup ils in the high school band. 
Well-established bands or orchestras in the hi gh school 
are a great motivating factor in giving the child a g oal to 
reach for. 
I t was found, in most cases, that there was a transfer fro . 
the p re-band inst rument to the legitimate i n strwnent. 
Rhythm bands were used by a majority of the schools as an 
enjoyable activity that made the young sters rhythm conscious 
and familiarized them with the various instrwnents. 
Demonstrations should be given in every school system 
i f a balanced instrumentation is to be achieved, particularly 
in towns that have very few school-owned instruments. 
In conclusion, the writer feels that motivation of instru-
mental study is concerned not only with the pupils but with the 
p arents, community and administration as well. It is the job 
of the supervisor to reach out to a ll ci:f these p eople and let 
them know the many ways that instrumental study will benefit 
the child, the school, and the community. 
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APPENDIX I 
1 . Questionnaire 
2. Letter Accompanying Questionnaire 
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• 
A Survey of Motivating Techniques and Devices 
Used in the Public Schools of Massachusetts 
for Expanding the Instrumental Program 
1. Name of your city or town __________________ _ 
2. Name of instrumental supervisor 
-----------------
----· 
Population of town 
Total number of students 
8) 
enrolled in junior high schools (grades 
7 and 
, , 
Total number of students enrolled in elementary schools (grades 
1-6) 0 
6. Total number of students enrolled in instrumental classes 
7. Total number of other students s tudying instruments privately 
(excluding piano)_ ~ 
8. Number of students in the high school band • 
--------
9. Total number of students in all other bands • 
--------
10. Number of students in the high school orchestra • 
-----
11. Total number of students in all other <;lrchestras • 
----
12. Is work . in rhythm bands done in the primary grades? Yes No 
(a) Which grades? 
-----------------------
(b) How often? 
----------------
13. Is training given in pre-band instruments? Yes 
(a) 
(b) 
Which grades? _________ ~-------· 
Has the s t udy of pre-band instruments incre ased the 
of students later participating in t.he instrumental 
gram as compared to those classes that have not had 
band instruments? Yes 
1. If so, what percentage increase? 
------
No 
number 
pro-
pre-
No_ 
(c) Were all members of a chosen class given pre-band ins·tru-
merits~ Yes No 
-
(d) Who purchased the instruments, the school or . the 
individuals • (check one) ---------
(e) How many lessons a week were taught ? 
1. By the classro.om teacher • 
-------
2. By the supervisor 
---:--------
- 2 -
14~ Is any instrumental ensemble work done by grade teachers? Yes 
No 
(a) What grades? 
(b) How often? 
-------" 
----------------------------
tp· 15. Are instrument a l classes given during school time? Yes No 
(a) By which of the following groupings (Check one, or more) 
Grouping of l ike ins tJ:> umen t s 
Grouping of Ir~s:C!'uments in thesamefamily 
Grouping sf entire inst.L-Ui11emtatio:'l 
Other gr ouping _____________ , __ =_ __ _ 
(b) Lessons free ) or paid for by individuals ? (Check' 
---- ----
(c) Taught by speci a li sts _____ : or supervisor ___ ? (Check) 
(d) Are ins trrrrnen ts l oaned to pup5_l s by the school or 
purchased by pup i:l_s ____ , ____ ? ( Ch ec k) -----
(e) How often are lessons given?_ 
1. How long is each l esson? 
----------------------------· 
16. HGve instrument a l demonstrations been given in the schools? 
Yes No 
(a) Have ·parents been invited to come? Yes No 
(b) Have the pupils been given opportunity to try the instru-
ments at the demonstration? Yes No 
(c) Have experienced players p e rformed at the demonstration? 
Yes No 
(d) Have rent a l plans been mad e avai l able to the students? 
Yes No 
(e) 
(f) 
Has the band or orchestra performed at the deBonstration? 
Yes Nu 
Other methods of demonstrating: 
17. Are piano classes offered in the e l ementary scho~ls? Yes 
.. (a) What grades? 
-------------------
(b) How often? 
----------
(c) Where these classes have been usedy has there been a 
noticeable increas e in band or orchestra l instrumen t 
-
study, due to transfer from piano? Yes No 
No 
-
• 
18. 
.. 3 -
Are musical aptitude tests given in the elementary grades? 
Yes No 
-(a) What grades? 
(b) What tests are used? 
----------------------------------------
(c) Are the results of these tests used as a basis for en-
couraging parents to provide instrumental instruction to 
pupils with good test scores? Yes No 
19. Are the children in the elementary schoo l s given instruction in 
20. 
music appreciation through listening? Yes No __ 
(a) How often? 
--------------------------
(b) What grades? ____________________ _ 
Have musical films over been shown in the elementary grades? 
(a) 
(b) 
How often? 
----------·--------~-
Please name a few of the most effective films: 
le ______________________________ _ 
2. __________________________ _ 
3·------------------~----------------------------
Yes No 
--
21. Have children in the elementary grades been given the oppor-
tunity through the school to attend concerts or musicales of 
any kind during the past few years? Yes No 
22. Do band members or outside soloists ever perform at elementary 
23. 
24. 
s s hool assemblies? Yes No 
Is 
(a) 
(b) 
Is 
(a) 
there a well-established band in the 
Do they have uniforms? 
Is it a marching band? 
there a PTA in your town? 
Has the PTA done anything to assist 
instrumental program? 
high school? Yes :No 
-
Yes No 
--
Yes No 
Yes No 
-
in the growth of the 
Yes No __ 
1. If so, what ___ ----------~-------
(b) Have you over spoken at PTA meetings regarding the benefits 
of instrumental study, within the past 2 years? Yes No 
1. How often? 
----------------·---------------------
. ' ' 
-
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25. Have school instrumental ensemb l es performed at PTA meetings or 
for loc al organizations? Yes No 
(a) 1!Vhich organizations? 
(b) Number of times yearly 
Have l oca l organizations a s.sist e d the instrumental program in 
any way, e ither through purchase of instruments or uniforms? 
Yes No 
(a) Which organization? __________ _ 
(b) · \Vha t did it do to help? 
----~--------------~---------------
27. Is there a Band Parents' Club in your town? Yes No 
(a) State briefly wha t this organi za tion has done to assist 
the band and to further instrumental study. 
28. Has newspaper publicity been given in connection with demon-
strations, new band members , etc? 
(a) Specifically: 
29. Please indicate the number of instruments owned by the schools: 
violins 
---viol as 
----
cellos 
----basses flutes __ _ 
---clar. 
-------
other 
--------
alto clar e 
bass clar~ 
alto saxo 
tenor sax-, -
bari. sax. 
bass sax. 
---
piccolos 
---trumpets, __ _ 
cornets 
trombones--
ba:r:·i tones·--
alto horn--
obo e s bas s o·-on __ s___ _ 
----tubas 
drums 
cymbals 
bells ---
~ 30. Is there any other kind of motivation that you have used effec-
tively? Please state brieflyo 
• 
DeR.r 
42 Burgess Avenue 
Westwood, Massachusetts 
In prep R. r a tion for my Master's thesi s, I am conducting 
a survey on the motivation of instrumental study to ascertain 
which motivating techniques or devices were used by the five 
schools having the highest percentag e of students partici-
pating in the instrumental program and thereby deducing which 
of these motivating factors a re the most effectiveo 
I must have this data compiled by the 15th of February 
and would appreci at e having the qi.:~.e.stionnatre returned at 
your earliest possible convenience. In return, I will send 
you a copy of my findings with the hope that this information 
may be of value to youG 
Thank you for your cooperation in helping to make this 
study possible. 
Yours very truly, 
John J. Markarian, Jr. 
Supervisor of Music 
Wea~wood 9 Massachusetts 
